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Karen Willough
Scrumptious
English
Jazz
CD/EP & Digital
$9.99 each
May 25, 2018

This EP will please audiophiles for its
superb high-resolution audio quality.

(Recorded and mastered at 88.2K - 24 bit.)
Catalog# BWM-10001

“Scrumptious” is
the first CD/EP
by Chicago cabaret artist
Karen Willough.

uTRACK LISTu
1. Dance with Me 3:19
2. Whispering 2:47
3. Truly Scrumptious 3:22
4. All Around My Hat 4:08
5. Shall We Dance 3:19

With fresh jazz arrangements by the renowned Bobby Schiff, Karen Willough’s sweet yet sultry voice flirts with
you as it glides and swings through these reshaped melodies than span over 160 years. Produced by Billboard
charting producer michéal Castaldo, it was recorded at studios in New York, Chicago, and New Orleans.
The title track from “Scrumptious” features a flugelhorn solo by Caleb Mitchell, graduate of the prestigious
music program at DePaul University and trumpeter for the group “The Right Now."
“Scrumptious” will be sent to over 2,000 radio stations in the Midwest that cater to jazz/cabaret music.
E-mailings to registered fans will announce the new CD/EP, as well as general press releases to media, and
postcard distribution at venues where Ms. Willough will be performing in the upcoming months. The CD/EP
will be available for sale at assorted piano bars and theaters in the Chicago area, as well as online, and for
download via Amazon and iTunes.
Willough’s video for “World without You,” a previous single, which starred Paul Walter Hauser, who appears in
the film “I, Tonya,” has seen boosted YouTube views, leading to an increase in her followers and subscribers
since the film’s Oscar-nominations. There will also be a video for “Truly Scrumptious” (Track 3) accompanying
the release of CD/EP.
Ms. Willough’s last single, “Shall We Dance” reached #4 on South Africa’s indie chart and stayed there for over
a month. Willough’s other music has been played on many stations not only all over the US, but in Europe and
South America as well. She has been interviewed on SiriusXM, Cleveland’s WRUW, and South Africa’s FAME
Radio.
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